
The world changed when COVID-19 struck everywhere with stunning speed. As we all 
learned, there is a serious need for a more thorough and safe way to sanitize!     

Phoenix FreshAir can do just that with our solution that is non toxic, certified green and 
can improve the health of employees, students and patrons! Our proprietary products will 

not only destroy new virus and bacteria, but will also neutralize VOCs that may have  
already been causing harm to your existing indoor air space and surroundings. 

We have a 3 step process:

1) Sanitize with our Decon solution that is confirmed on the EPA’s List N for use against 
Covid-19 by atomizing with micron droplets. This will ensure a uniformed and even 
coverage of decontamination throughout the interior space and its contents, furniture, 
etc. Safe for both porous / non-porous application as well as electronics. Since the 
droplets are so small, it will not damage or stain.

2) Restore the healthy biome by applying a layer of an amazing pro biotic blend that will 
prolong the effectiveness of the treatment. We call this our Pro-biotic Shield. Our 
concept is to overcrowd all surfaces with good microbes leaving little opportunity for 
pathogens to spread the infection.

3) Protect with our Pro-biotic+ cleaner which leaves a fresh coating of pro-biotic behind 
to inhibit the opportunity for bacteria and virus to survive and multiply.  There is no 
100% solution, but we are raising the level of infection prevention with this cutting 
edge technology!

At this time, we are working with a growing number of services to help our 

community and to defeat this viral threat and the possible threats to come.



DECONTAMINATE / DISINFECT / SANITIZE 

Improve the Indoor Air Quality in any Home or Office    

1 TREATEMENT = MULITIPLE BENEFITS  

     ►  Detoxification of the entire indoor space of any property 

     ►  Sanitize with a 99.99999% pathogen killing process (7 LOG KILL) 

     ►  Neutralize VOCs  (VOLITALE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS) 

      ►  Permanently Remove all types of Odors 

     ►  Kill mold and mildew on contact 

     ►  Break down the biofilm that protect bacteria and pollutants 

     ►  Sanitize air duct systems 

     ►  Allergy Abatement process (Allergies, Asthma, and MCS) 

       Our Product is EPA registered, non-toxic, non-polluting, and biodegradable.   

No strong smell when people return and will not damage any contents         

when professionally applied.  

602. 471. 2493                                 

www.PhoenixFreshAir.com 

Our product is confirmed on the 

EPA’s List N (Military Grade) for 

use against COVID-19  



Each of our products holds specific inert ingredients that are like an army of specialists waiting for an                    

assignment.  Once activated, these specialists each go after a broad array of targets. One target may be mold. 

Some go after biological threats (bacteria, virus, etc.) while others take on toxic chemicals like VOCs, and TICs 

which are then neutralized.                                                                                                  

So, our best value is not as just another hydrogen peroxide product, but in the ability to target and destroy                

a broad scope of environmental threats. 

1. Mold Remediation.  Use for worker safety, direct mold kill, and mildewstat to inhibit future mold growth 

2. High Log Kill of Pathogens.  Kills bacteria, virus, protozoa, cysts, fungi, algae in seconds 

3. Remove Foul Odors.  Fog or spray product to destroy odors and the source of the problem 

4. Neutralize Contaminants, chemical spills, pesticides, blood and urine, and petrochemical deposits 

5. Hoarder Home. Full widespread sanitizing, neutralize biological threats 

6. Flood and Fire Decontamination.  Prevent future damage from mold, chemicals, and odors 

7. Drug House Decontamination where the product neutralizes the worst chemical threats 

If you search the Internet, you will quickly discover that hydrogen peroxide is quickly becoming the “New Super Ingredient” 

for many health services as well as environmental remediation.  In fact, hydrogen peroxide is actually an oxygen delivery 

system that does not leave chemical pollutants once applied.  Be aware that there are categories of hydrogen peroxide 

products. Some are for personal care, health, and beauty.                                                                    

Others are industrial for cleaning, sanitizing, and decontamination.                         

While hydrogen peroxide is included in the products, the unparalleled power is that Part A "activates" the ingredients in 

Part B.  And then Part B activates the ingredients in Part A. This is not just a hydrogen peroxide product, but a product with 

Targeted Power for the worst environmental threats.  Activation of the inert ingredients supercharge the process; but after 

the job is done, all ingredients biodegrade so there is no adverse environmental impact. 

How Decon products far exceed simple hydrogen peroxide. 

This Activation causes Inert Ingredients to become                                                

Destroyers of Targeted Threats   

PhoenixFreshAir.com 

The All-In-One Answer 

602-471-2493 

Certified Green Technology 

Phoenix FreshAir Treatments is a division of   



This final application is extraordinarily Green as we restore the healthy biome by    

applying a layer of amazing probiotics that extend the effectiveness of the     

treatment.  Probiotics eat away the biofilm, organic residue, and at the same time   

provides a germ-inhibiting system that will last for 30 days when integrated with your 

daily cleaning routine. 

Here is the breakdown:…. Bad bacteria and virus multiply more rapidly than good 
microbes, and the surfaces need to be sanitized to reset this process. Like killing 
crabgrass, if unchecked, the crabgrass will overtake the good grass.  So, we need to  
periodically kill off the bad microbes and promote the good microbes to keep the best 
of all situations!

Our concept is to overcrowd all surfaces with good microbes leaving little opportunity 

for pathogens to spread and multiply the infection. 

Our 30 Days of Infection Prevention is accomplished by INHIBITING the opportunity 

for bacteria and virus to survive.  There is no 100% solution, but we are raising the 

level of infection prevention. 

Lasting protection of 3-5 days. This is also applied using our automizer with small 

micron droplets to get the best coverage. 

This is our "Leave Behind Product" for daily cleaning.  All Purpose Cleaner has a mild 

surfactant that cleans surfaces and leaves a fresh coating of probiotics. Used to clean 

common “touch point” areas every 3-5 days thereafter to constantly renew the 

probiotic presence. We will supply this to you and your staff at no extra charge!



Proudly display the Gold Shield Standard to let your  

Employees, Patrons, Students and Parents know          

that you care about their health & wellbeing! 




